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ABSTRACT

Content in Internet are growing rapidly, the search provider users demand accurate, search results as per their need. Personalized web search (PWS) are representing for improving the quality of various search services on the internet. But one option is available to users is PWS means personalize web search that is specially used for the personal data of user provided to the search provider. Even if evidences show that user reluctance to disclose their private information during search has become a major barrier for the wide proliferation of personalize web search. In this paper models preference of users as hierarchical profiles of system. It proposes a framework which is known as UPS and it generalizes profile at the same time, it is use for the maintaining the privacy requirements by user [1].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The web search engine is the very important portal for Common man looking for the useful data on the web. However, users usually experience failure and get the unrelated results when search engines return irrelevant search results that do not meet their real goal. Now a days modern techniques personalize web search is used for in order to provide the best search result. In personalize web search, user information is gathered & analyzed in order to find the goal behind issued query fired by users. Click-log-based and profile based are two categorize of PWS. 1) The click-log based method is very straight forward and simple, it imposes bias to clicked pages in the users query history. This method is performing well and good, but it works on the repeated query from the same users which is strong limitation of its applicability [1]. 2) While profile-based method enhances a search quality using the profiling technique. Profile-based methods are varying, but it are the effective for the lots of queries. There are advantages and disadvantages for both type of PWS techniques, profile based Personalized web search is more effective for improving the search results. The user profile is created with the help of what the user has searched up till now.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

The existed PWS which are based on profile they don’t support the runtime. In this search method a user’s profile is typically generalized for only once offline, and used to personalize all queries from a same user randomly. Such one profile fits into all strategy certainly has drawbacks given the variety of queries. One proof reported in is that profile-based personalization may not even help to improve the search quality for the some temporary queries, though exposing user profile to a server is put the users privacy at risk.[2] The existing method do not take into consideration the customization for privacy-preserving requirements. This probably makes some user privacy to be
an overprotected while others insufficiently protected. Many of personalization techniques require recursive user interactions when creating personalized Privacy search results. They usually filter the search results with some metrics which require multiple user interactions, such as rank scoring, average rank, and so on. This paradigm is however, not feasible for runtime profile, as it will not only pose too much risk of privacy violation, but also demand Oppose processing time for profiling. Thus, we need to measure the search quality and violation risk after personalization, without incurring iterative user interaction. Some major Disadvantages are given below: -
1. It don’t support run-time profiling.
2. This method don’t take into account customization of privacy requirements.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

We developing a system using privacy preserving personalized web search framework named as UPS, which will generalize profile for each query as per the user specified privacy requirements. Depending on the definitions of two conflicting metrics, namely personalization utility & privacy risk for generating hierarchical user profiles also we categorize the problem of privacy. We implementing two simple but efficient & effective generalization algorithms named as Greedy-DP & Greedy-IL To support runtime profiling. In those one tries to maximize the discriminating power (DP) & other i.e. latter attempts minimize the information loss (IL).[1]

We are trying to provide an cheaper mechanism for the client to decide whether to personalize a query in UPS. This decision is taken before each runtime profiling to improve the stability of the search results while avoid the unnecessary exposure of user profile.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this paper the architecture of system are showing below.

4.1 No personalization

In web searching application, client-server architecture as showing in the following figure. Web browser send the request in the form of query to server. The web search engine analyze as per user interest as the information provided in the query, & finds its index structure relevant to that query & returns the list of results as per the ranking to the user to view. A Privacy-Preserving search engine maintains user search information in the logs for various purposes such as personalization. Thus it up to the search engine to maintain user search logs & not to automatically remove them. Typically there are software architecture that used for basic client-server model of the web search to include personalized search. In this paper, we describe those three types of software architectures & analyze what are different privacy-preserving levels can be achieved using different architecture [3].

Figure 4. Architecture of system
4.2 Server-side personalization

In the server side personalization shown in the below figure. The private information which can be identified is stored on the search engine. The Search engine also responsible for creating and updating user profiles using either users explicit input i.e. the user interest specified in the query or information which is maintained by privacy-preserving search engines in users logs implicitly i.e. query and search history for the search engine. Both methods require the user to create an account to identify user. [3].

4.3 Client-side personalization

But the latter methods does not requires any additional things from user and contains more description of user information. The advantage of this architecture that the privacy-preserving search engine can use all of its resources (e.g., document index, common search patterns, result of search query) in its personalization algorithm. Also, the client software generally requires no changes in search engine. This architecture is used by some general search engines such as any search engine. [7] In the current scenarios search engines required user to specify he/she interest in the form of query before information from logs is collected and used for privacy-preserving. If the users grants permission, the search engine will maintain all the information which is available on the server side.
In this architecture as shown in above figure, user sends the query to the privacy-preserving search engine and search engine returns the relevant result to the particular user as per the common web search scenarios. In client side there is a role of client-side search agent, which does the query expansion & modifies the original query and send to the search engine. The client side personalized privacy-preserving search agent also re-arranges or re-ranks the results of the query as per the users liking or interest after receiving results from the web search engines. In this client side personalization architecture users search behavior is identified , that means of what type of results users actually wants & to retrieve those results what query he/she enter on the search engine along with his contextual activities such as browsing history. The sensitive contextual information are generally not a major concern since it is strictly stored and used on the client-side. Any another benefit is that the overhead in computation and storage for personalization can be distributed among the client. The main disadvantages of this architecture is that client-side algorithm does not have knowledge of the server side (e.g., Page Rank score of a result document, average ranking, re-arrange the ranks) [5].

4.4 Client-server co-operative personalization

![Fig 4.4. Client- Server co-operative Personalization](image)

In Client Server Co-operative Privacy Preserving Personalization as shown in the above figure, there is combination of both client side personalization and server side personalization. In the previous above two architecture either only server or client was participating in personalization, but here we are proposing an architecture in which both client and server will participate in personalization. Here when user fires the query to the search engine at that time that users context information is extracted from the particular user profile which is available on the client side. When extracting users contextual information it will be added to the users actual query and sent to the search engine i.e. server. [6] When it receiving query along with contextual information search engine that is server will perform personalization. Here server side personalization is comparing search results with the particular user profile. If search engine founds any new results other than contextual information that new results will be updated to particular users profile & all the results along with new results and users previous context available in the particular user private profile are will be sent to the that user.

The big and main advantage is that in this architecture each time user will get results that are relevant to his/her interest only.

5. ALGORITHMIC STRATEGIES

In this paper the algorithm are use the “Quality Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm” to implement system. In that algorithm So far, a lot of hierarchical clustering methods has been proposed. However all of these methods are not comparable to the partition clustering method in terms of time complexity performance. K-means [1] are popular partition clustering algorithms. But the k is fixed in the above two methods, which can’t be applied to the situation of dynamic number of cluster centers. We propose a quality hierarchical clustering algorithm based on the novel dynamic K-means. As the proposed dynamic K-means algorithm shown in the Fig. 4, the minimum relevance threshold of the clusters is defined to keep the cluster compact and dense. If the relevance score between a document and its center is smaller than the threshold, a new cluster center is added and all the documents are reassigned. The above procedure will be iterated until k is stable. Comparing with the traditional clustering method, k is dynamically changed during the clustering process. This is called dynamic K-means algorithm.
Pseudo code for Quality Hierarchical Clustering are given below

Input: File D of transaction; clustering amount K ;
initial seeds Output: K classes

/!* Phase 1- initial division */
Initialize the seeds to form initial K classes While reading D is not finished do Read one piece of trading data t from D ;
Add t to class Ci to acquire the maximum expected weighted coverage density; Write < > ti, back to D ; End while

/!* Phase 2- adjust repeatedly */
While Movemark=true do Movemark=false; Generate random sequence of reading file R ;
while all the data is checked do read < > ti, ; if expected weighted coverage density is raised by transmitting t to Ci and i j # then Movemark=true;
Write < > ti, back to D ; End if End while

6. CONCLUSION

The remarkable development of information on the Web has forced new challenges for the construction of effective privacy-preserving search engines. The proposed work provides information on user’s customizable privacy-preserving search framework-UPS for Personalized Web Search. UPS could potentially be adopted by any personalized web search that captures user profiles in a hierarchical taxonomy. The framework allowed users to specify customized privacy requirements via the Privacy-preserving profiles.

Another important conclusion we revealed in this proposed works are that personalization does not work equally well under various situations. The click entry is used to measure variation in information needs of users under a query. Experimental results showed that personalized Web search yields significant improvements over generic Web search engine for queries with a high click entry. For the queries with low click entry, personalization methods performed similarly or even worse than generic search. The proposed click entry can be used as a simple measurement on whether a query should be personalized. For future work, we try to resist adversaries with border background knowledge including exclusiveness, sequentially and so on or the capability to capture a series of queries from the victim.
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